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287 to obtain rulings on such motions?  Would it be preferable to have
288 the transferor judge rule on such a motion before a case
289 (particularly a tag-along) is sent to the transferee district? 
290 (Given that remand is generally controlled by statute, and timing
291 of transfer in actions transferred by the Panel is governed by
292 Panel order, it is not clear how a rule change could affect remands
293 to state court.)

294 (10)  PSC formation and common fund directives:  There is no
295 rule directive like Rule 23(g) about appointment of lead or liaison
296 counsel or the members of the PSC.  Common fund contribution orders
297 (particularly when combined with fee caps) may generate hostility
298 among some counsel.  In addition, there has been concern about the
299 diversity of membership on such committees, which some judges have
300 mentioned.  See, e.g., JP Morgan Chase Cash Balance Litigation,
301 242 F.R.D. 265, 277 (S.D.N.Y. 2007) (describing “this court’s
302 diversity requirement”); compare Martin v. Blessing, 134 S.Ct. 402
303 (2013) (Alito, J., regarding denial of certiorari, raising question
304 about a judge who “insists that class counsel ‘ensure that the
305 lawyers staffed on the case fairly reflect the class composition in
306 terms of relevant race and gender metrics’”).

307 Have Committee members found that these issues of appointment
308 of the PSC have created problems?  Would rules improve practice? 
309 Manual for Complex Litigation (4th) § 10.244 offers guidance to
310 judges.  Would something more detailed or prescriptive be helpful?

311 (11)  Other issues:  As noted at the outset, besides seeking
312 guidance about the issues it has already identified, the
313 Subcommittee also would appreciate suggestions from the Committee
314 about additional issues that could be added to this list.

315 * * * *

316 In conclusion, it should again be emphasized that this inquiry
317 is at a very early stage.  The series of questions above are
318 presented only to prompt commentary, and should not be taken to
319 indicate what the Subcommittee will ultimately recommend to the
320 Committee.  It remains a real possibility that it will recommend
321 that no rule changes be pursued.  But it can only reach such a
322 recommendation (or a recommendation of some specific rule changes)
323 after completing a careful educational and analytical process. 
324 Beyond discussion at the April meeting, therefore, the Subcommittee
325 invites Committee members to submit further thoughts.
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